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As Yuval Noah Harari 
wrote in 2018

• The Industrial Revolution has bequeathed us the 
production-line theory of education. … almost 
everybody agrees that no matter its past 
achievements, it is now bankrupt.

What the Year 2050 has in Store for 
Humankind
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We offer a NEW approach for learning scientists as we 
respond to the global educational crisis

Ask what we know about learning, not just what we do not know

Can we distill a set of principle about learning (and how 
to create joyful teaching) from 50 years of research??
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Using the science of learning as a base, we came to an 
evidence-based, 3-part equation for re-imagining education 

Cultural values The science of how children learn The science of what children should learn+ +
The 6Cs

With a learning goal +
Playful Learning
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We use co-constructed design process

For this work, 

That allows for diverse stakeholders and community members to design together –
ensuring more inclusive intergenerational learning that incorporates cultural values
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Then we add the 
science that 

shows us HOW 
children learn
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Learning Goal

Active Playful Learning or “Guided Play”

Hirsh-Pasek & Golinkoff, 2021



A way of looking at Playful Learning (Guided Play)
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And then look at a consensus view of WHAT children need to learn : The 6Cs

A Breadth of Skills approach



Thus far, Preliminary work in schools has been 
promising

 In teacher enjoyment
 In some standardized tests
 In some of the 6Cs
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Our Goal? To have classrooms move from ones dominated by 
direct instruction to ones using more guided play
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How???
• Using the 3-part equation
• And applying the principles of how children learn
• Through a group of simple changes in the classroom
• That lead to joyful learning and stronger outcomes (6Cs)
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Small not whole group learning
Student conversations
Hands on /Minds on
Choice and Voice
Meaningful Learning
Enthusiasm and Joy



We are creating teaching manuals and forms 
for this approach – and-- we share 
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This work is supported by pilot data and an 
extensive research base!
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Thanks to our funders

The most wonderful postdocs, graduate 
students and undergrads.

And to the families who make the research we do possible!

Roberta Golinkoff, Ph.D.
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